
LEARN MORE

For more support in using Matrak effectively, check out
our Knowledge Base articles which run you through step-
by-step on the many features of our Matrak software. Or
scan the QR code to book a demo of Matrak.

Why this Matters?

How it works in Matrak
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WHY THIS MATTERS
Having full visibility over your material procurement processes

improves your customer service, as well as cost controls through

inventory in motion within the supply chain and proactive status

updates.

HOW IT WORKS IN MATRAK
Matrak tracks your materials from procurement to sub-assembly,

manufacturing to quality checking, straight through to dispatch out

of the warehouse. Having clarity of where materials are along the

supply chain gives you an indication of progress.

Being aware of disruptions ahead of time not only reduces the risk

of potential problems happening along the way, but also helps you

confidently meet customer requirements.

Monitor material progress for more
control of your procurement process

This guide is for both new and experienced Matrak users.
Each tip has two parts:

What's in it for me?
Suppliers 

WHY THIS MATTERS
The challenges of global supply chains puts your company’s

reputation at risk. But having a tool that can improve management

of stakeholder communication and expectations helps you build

trust in your services. Plus, using the right tools helps you provide

exceptional services to your clients and protects your reputation as

reliable partners in the industry.

HOW IT WORKS IN MATRAK

Produce run rate reports that provide real-time material

procurement and tracking information

Use QR code stickers to help your site and warehousing teams

easily identify what products are in which stillages and crates.

Meanwhile, interactive drawings help them identify where those

materials are supposed to go onsite

Get reorders for defective items quicker with instant

notifications. If a material is marked as defective on site, easily

communicate this to your manufacturer or supplier with in-app

notifications. Real time notifications assist with alleviating

communication delays when reordered materials that can affect

the project schedule — getting the job done faster

Run full quality performance checks entirely in Matrak for

confidence that your manufactured products meet the quality

standard. Increase control of your quality assurance process to

minimise risk of non conforming products before they arrive on

site

Build your reputation as a global
industry leader 
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WHY THIS MATTERS
Tracking information provides the foundation for future planning,

capturing lessons learned, increasing quoting accuracy and more.

Without the right tools, you might forecast demand incorrectly,

which can lead to too much or too little inventory at different

points in your supply chain.

Storing key information in multiple documents and spreadsheets

can easily expose projects to risks. Plus, manual reporting on static

data not only takes up valuable time, but can be inaccurate.

This makes it unreliable when trying to make informed business

decisions about forecasting trends to meet supply and demand.

HOW IT WORKS IN MATRAK

Matrak consolidates your data on one centralised platform,

providing insights that help you create unity in your supply chain,

increase collaboration and predict challenges.

Access information easily to assist you in making quick, smart,

data-backed decisions. Use this data to automatically generate

reports to understand forecasting trends and make more informed

business decisions.

Use tracking information to gain
insights that improve your processes
and increase forecasting accuracy 

WHY THIS MATTERS
Supplying quality materials builds trust with your clients. Providing

evidence of your products’ conformance to the agreed quality

standards, before they get to site, reduces the risk of supplying

materials that are below standard and wasting money through

reorders.

HOW IT WORKS IN MATRAK

Run full quality performance checks entirely in Matrak to ensure

your manufactured products meet the agreed standards. On Matrak,

your Inspection Test Plan (ITPs) are digitised and linked to the item

record, allowing you to manage and report on the quality of your

supplied materials.

This minimises the risk of non-conforming products arriving on

site. Matrak’s audit log enables you to log the dates and people

responsible for the work being inspected, which improves overall

traceability.

Reduce risks by linking the full
quality assurance (QA) and quality
control (QC) assessments to products
before they arrive on site


